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The object of this note is to analyse welfare losses 
when imports are restricted by the simultaneous use of 
both quotas and tariffs. There exist at least two real 
life situations where both types of restrictions are being 
applied to curtail the imports of foreign cars into the . 
local market. In spite ~f the absence of a local car pro
ducer the Fijian Government uses both a quota and a tariff 
on imported cars. The Australian Government also uses 
both methods of protection - t~ foreign car makers are 
allowed to take up only 20% of the market and an import 
duty of 57% is also imposed. l Unlike Fiji, the quot a s 
are auctioned in Australia and several models of cars are 
locally produced. This note analyses the welfare con
sequences of the above restrictions in a partial equilib
rium framework. ·2 The analysis is carried out in diagrammat
ic terms. 

Figure 1 depicts the equilibrium price and quantit y 
sold of commodity M which is not produced in the home 
country. The curve A D represents the demand curve and 
W(S) the world supply curve for commodity M. Equilibrium 
is attained at point E where demand equals suppl y . Quantit y 
OH o is imported and sold at price P~ in the domestic market. 
Note that the small country assumption is being used in 
our analysis. 

Let us now suppose that a tariff is imposed. This 
shifts the supply curve W(S) to W'(S) (by the amount of 
the tariff) and the new equilibrium occurs at ~oint E ' . 
Price of the imported good rises from p a M to P M and the 
quantity sold declines by the amount MoH t . The government 
earns revenue as indicated by the hatched region 
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Figure 1 

Tariff Equilibrium 
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ptM pO BE'. The deadweight loss of the tariff is indi-
cated ~y the area of the triangle B E' E. 

SO far there is nothing new in our analysis and all that 
has been said is available in most textbooks on interna
tional economics. 3 However, we now proceed to impose a 
binding quota (in addition to the tariff) on the imports of 
commodity M4. The simultaneous use of quota and a tariff 
has not been the subject of analysis in international 
economics. Let the magnitude of quota be given by OM in 
Figure 2. Due to the existence of the quota the quantity 
bought and sold of good M simply becomes OM. The market 
is cleared at the price P~q which is greater than the free 
trade price pOM and the tariff inclusive price pt M• This 
increase in price generates quota profits as shown by the 
area under the rectangle P~ C E" p~q. A further deadweight 
loss also results which is indicated by the area under 
the triangle C E' E". 

An important issue in the context of the above model 
is the distribution of profits. If the quotas are auc
tioned, then the profits accrue to the government. In a 
system in which quotas are not auctioned the profits either 
accrue to local or foreign producers (distributors).5 We 
shall assume that the quota profits are repatriated and 
accrue to the foreign country. In the case of total repa
triation of profits the loss to the home country on account 
of quota is indicated by the areas p ~ q p ~ C E" + E" C E'. 
The total loss from a system of quotas and profits (given 
the assumption that foreigners take all the quota profits) 
is given by the area p~q P~ C E" + E" C E' + E' BE5. 

In the preceding sections we have set up a partial 
equilibrium diagram to analyse the welfare consequences of 
the simultaneous operation of both policies. We now pro
ceed to examine the implications of parametric changes on: 
(i) the price of the imported commodity, (ii) quota pro
fits and (iii) tariff revenue. 
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The first parametric change we analyse is a shift in the 
demand for the imported good. Suppose that the demand 
for the imported good increases at all prices, in other 
words the demand curve shifts to the right. This is indi
cated by the curve A'D' in Figure 3. It is assumed that 
the quota is maintained at the level OM . The new equilib
rium occurs at the quantity OM and price PMtq . The price 
of the imported good rises by p~q PMtq, but due to a bind
ing quota the quantity bought and sold remains unchanged. 
Quota profits increase by the area under the rectangle 
p~tq p~q ~q Ef. Government revenue increases by the 
area under the ~ectangle E t C E' E~. This result should 
be contrasted with the case of a tariff. As is clear from 
the diagram, an increase in the demand for the imported 
good, in the presence of a tariff, has no bearing on the 
price of the commodity which remains fixed at P ~. Tariff 
revenue increases by the rectangle E t C E' Et . The dead
weight loss is given by the area under the triangl e 
E~ E'Z. If the quota profits accrue to foreigners, the n 
every rightward shift in demand helps the foreign firms 
to enlarge their profits. Moreover all increases in demand 
of the above kind hurt the consumers who end up paying 
higher prices. The ~e of tariff, as opposed to a system 
of quotas and tariffs, does not result in increased prices 
for the consumers (and thereby avoids the consumption loss 
that results from the use of a dual system).7 

We now proceed to analyse the impact of an improvement 
in the terms of trade on quota profits, price of the import
ed good and welfare. Suppose that the free trade price of 
the imported commodity falls. This implie s (in t erms of 
Figure 4) that the supply curve shifts from W(S) to W" (S) 
and the world price goes down from p a M t o P ' ~ . The tariff 
inclusive price falls from P~ P' ~. But due to the fixed 
quota, 0 M, the domestic market price remain s constant at 
PA q •• Quota profits increase by the area under the rectan
gle P~ c Z P'~. Tariff revenue may increase or fall 
depending on the elasticity of the demand curve A D. Thus 
in contrast to the tariff case the dual system of using both 
tariffs and quota does not allow the consumers and therefore 
the home country to take advantage of an improvement in the 
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Fi gure 3 

Impact of In crease in Demand 
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Figure 4 

Impa ct of an Improvemen t in the terms of trade 
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terms of trade. More importantly, if the quota profits 
accrue to a foreign country, then an improvement in the 
terms of trade for the home country results in enlarged 
profits for the foreign country. 

Several important conclusions emerge from our analysis 
of welfare losses associated with the simultaneous use of 
quotas and tariffs. Firs~ the operation of a dual system 
crea tes downward rigidity in the price of the imported 
commodity. Due to this rigidity an imporvement in the 
terms of trade only affects the quota profits and not the 
price o f the imported commodity. Therefor~ (assuming that 
the quota profits accrue to the foreign country) an improve
men t in the terms of trade for the home country benefits 
the foreign country' for whom in fact the terms of trade 
have deteriorated. 8 Secon~ whenever there is an increase 
in demand in the home country not only the price of the 
i po rted good rises, but also quota profits increase. It 
shou ld be noted that both the above observations will also 
be true in a pure quota situation . Therefore, some of our 
r esults also apply t o that case. It tS fairly well known 
tha t under certain assumptions there exists an equivalence 
be twee n quotas and tariffs. Given this equivalence it 
appea rs strange that both quotas and tariff are used simul
taneously to curtail imports. 
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Notes 

This note concentrates on modelling the Fijian situation in a partial equilibrium 
framework. The analysis can be easily extended to capture the Australian type 
restriction. 

The author is currently working on the general equilibrium implications of this 
type of restriction. 

3 See for exa.ple Caves and Jones [3]. 

4 I first came across this problem i~ trying to purchase a small car in Fiji. Not 
only does the Fijian Government impose a duty of 77t% on imported cars but also 
restricts the nUlber of cars that are imported in the country. For example, I 
discovered early on my arrival here that I could not buy a Toyota Corolla or a 
Ford Escort because the dealers had exhausted their quotas for the year 1980. 

5 Quotas for cars in Fiji are not auctioned hence the profits either accrue to local 
distributors or foreign producers and distributors. 

6 These losses in a partial equilibrium framework can be estimated quantitatively 
by using Harbergers [4] technique for measuring losses arising in the monopoly case. 

I have been told by several economists here that the depreciation on cars is 
exceedingly s.all. The second-hand cars hold their prices well in spite of heavy 
wear and tear d'ue to climatic conditions. Part of the explanation of this 
phenomenon may be due to a rightward shift in demand for automobiles (in Fiji) 
in the presence of both quotas and tariffs. This shift would tend to raise the 
price of new cars thereby lowering the depreciation on second-hand cars. 

This result is also valid in the pure quota case. 
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